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ABSTRACT

Little is known about the emergence of differences in personalities or coping
strategies during postnatal development. We addressed the question whether
heritable personality traits can be distinguished already early in life. We studied
this in an altricial avian species and analysed whether the personalities differ
in begging performance, a functionally relevant behaviour in the nestling phase.
We scored persistency and intensity of begging before and after fledging in
hand-reared nestlings of two lines of captive great tits (Parus major) bidirec-
tionally selected for FAST and SLOW exploratory behaviour and subjected to
a food rationing protocol. Nests contained one food rationed and one control
sibling of the same line. Begging was elicited by repeated presentations of stimuli
of increasing intensity. Before fledging, lines did not differ in begging levels.
Food rationed chicks weighed less and begged more than controls, and the lines
responded similarly to the treatment. After fledging begging became more
flamboyant. Chicks of the FAST line begged more persistent and vigorous than
chicks of the SLOW line, while the effect of food rationing disappeared. In both
age classes and in both lines begging levels increased with increasing stimulus
intensity. Results show that behavioural differences between the selection lines
can already be observed before independence. The fact that the selection lines
differ in begging strategies provides direct empirical evidence of genetic effects
in the begging performance of altricial nestlings, an assumption often made,
but not yet proven in evolutionary explanations of animal signalling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade it has become evident that animals react to challenges in
different ways or strategies, which are consistent within individuals and across
different situations independent of sex, age, or social status (Wilson et al. 1994;
Koolhaas et al. 1999). The few genetic selection lines that have been sufficiently
characterised both behaviourally and physiologically indicate a genetic basis
in mammals (Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999 for mice, Mus musculus;
Malkvist & Hansen 2002 for farm minks, Mustela vison) and birds (Drent et al.
2003; Carere et al. submitted for great tits, Parus major; Korte et al. 1997; van
Hierden et al. 2002 for chickens, Gallus gallus). The selection lines are thought
to represent the extremes of response patterns that coexist within populations.
These response patterns have been described as “proactive” and “reactive”
styles. Proactive copers are more guided by internal mechanisms than by
environmental stimuli and they easily develop routines. In contrast, reactive
copers are more flexible and react more to environmental stimuli (Koolhaas
et al. 1999; 2001).

Little is known about the timing of emergence of the differences in such
response patterns during postnatal development. Fighting behaviour developed
earlier in “proactive” mice selected for high aggression than in a control line
(Mendl & Paul 1991), while the pups of this aggressive line were hypothesised
to require more enhanced levels of maternal nursing compared to the “reactive”
mice (Benus & Röndigs 1996). In chickens behavioural differences between
two lines different for high and low levels of feather pecking and likely reflecting
the proactive and reactive strategies, could already be observed within the first
8 weeks of development (van Hierden et al. 2002; Riedstra & Groothuis 2002).
In pigs, individual differences reflecting coping strategies are observed within
the first 10 weeks of life (Hessing et al. 1994; Erhard et al. 1999). However, both
the work on chickens and on pigs focus on behavioural responses with little
or unknown relevance for the natural situations, such as feather pecking or
tonic immobility, while the existence of pro- and reactive personalities has been
challenged in these species (chickens, Riedstra & Groothuis 2001; pigs, Jensen
1995; Spoolder et al. 1996; D’Eath & Burn 2003).

In the great tit, a small passerine bird, hand-reared individuals originating
from wild populations consistently differ around fourty days after hatching in
the way they explore a new environment and approach a novel object (“FAST”
versus “SLOW”, Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999). Bidirectional
selection indicated a genetic basis for this composite trait (heritability of
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54±5% based on four generations, Drent et al. 2003). The two “types” of great
tits also differ in other situations, such as aggression, copying behaviour,
response to social stress and routine formation in foraging (Verbeek et al. 1994,
1996; Verbeek et al. 1999; Drent & Marchetti 1999; Marchetti & Drent 2000;
Carere et al. 2001, 2003). The behavioural characteristics of the FAST and
SLOW great tits show analogy to the characteristics of the proactive (active) and
reactive (passive) coping strategies described in mammals (Koolhaas et al. 1999).

It is quite possible that the two heritable behavioural strategies represented
by the selection lines are present already early in ontogeny, and that they are
susceptible to alterations by environmental social and non-social factors early
in life. Such information is needed to achieve a more complete understanding
of the emergence and the phenotypic plasticity of distinct behavioural styles
during development. We focussed on begging behaviour in the nestlings of both
selection lines.

Begging is the first coordinated and conspicuous behaviour altricial birds
perform after hatching: the provisioning of food by parents is preceded and
accompanied by offspring solicitation consisting of gaping, posturing, jostling
and vocalising (Kilner & Johnstone 1997; Schwabl & Lipar 2002). It is likely
that there is intense selection pressure on the development of begging and its
components because its expression is essential for survival and growth. Begging
and its effects on parental care are commonly modelled as the phenotypic
outcome of an evolutionary conflict between parents and offspring (Trivers
1974). These models assume that levels of begging are genetically determined
(Godfray 1995; Mock & Parker 1997). Such genetic variability of offspring
solicitation in birds, and its maintenance, are not well confirmed assumptions
so far and there is only few indirect empirical evidence available (Kölliker et al.
2000; Kölliker & Richner 2001).

Great tits are monogamous birds with biparental care, which breed in holes
and artificial nest-boxes in all types of wooded areas. At the age of about three
weeks the broods fledge out, facing a period of post-fledging care (“family
flock”), which lasts two-three weeks before dispersal takes place (Verhulst &
Hut 1996).

We recorded begging in nestlings of the two selection lines reared under
laboratory-controlled conditions at two different ages, before and just after
fledging. We used repeated presentations of stimuli of increasing intensity. To
study the influence of environmental factors on begging, we conducted a food
rationing experiment. Brood size was kept constant (two chicks of the same
line), but chick condition within each brood differed, since only one chick was
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subjected to the food rationing protocol. Our questions were: (i) is there a
difference in begging performance between the two selection lines? (ii) do the
selection lines respond differently in their begging performance to food
rationing and to increasing stimulation? We hypothesised that begging levels
are higher in the FAST chicks, since FAST birds are bolder, more aggressive,
and probably more competitive compared to SLOW birds (Drent & Marchetti
1999; Carere et al. submitted). SLOW chicks would make more distinction
between different degree of stimulation, since they are thought to be more
sensitive to environmental cues (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999).

2. METHODS

(a) Subjects

Nine pairs of the FAST line and eight pairs of the SLOW line were used as
breeding pairs for our subjects. They were housed in outdoors aviaries at the
end of the winter. All pairs were experienced breeders. The birds belonged to
the F3 and F4 generation of a programme of artificial selection started in 1993
(Drent et al. 2003). The line difference in the exploration score of these birds
was confirmed in adulthood (Carere et al. submitted). In spring, eggs of these
pairs were collected daily and exchanged with dummy eggs. Clutches were
incubated and reared by foster wild parents breeding in artificial nest-boxes
previously installed in the surrounding woods and parks. At the age of 12 days
the chicks were collected and hand-reared in standard conditions in the
laboratory. Chicks were marked at the age of 7 days with colour and metal rings
for individual recognition. In total 30 FAST chicks (7 clutches) and 36 SLOW
chicks (7 clutches) were brought to the laboratory.

(b) Housing and hand-rearing of the chicks

At the day of arrival in the laboratory (age 12 days), the chicks were housed
in standard cages (39.5 × 43 × 44 cm) in sibling dyads from the same clutch.
Inside each cage each dyad was put into open wooden nest boxes (12 × 13.5
× 12cm). The nest boxes were filled with hay and horse hairs refreshed every
4-5 days. Within each nest one of the two chicks randomly chosen, was marked
with a white spot on the black feathers of the head for individual recognition.
All chicks were housed in a room with about 70% relative humidity, 25-26 °C,
and a 14:10 L:D photoperiod. Cages containing FAST and SLOW dyads were
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positioned alternatingly. Chicks were hand-fed with tweezers every 30 minutes,
from 700 to 2100, with a mixture containing beef-heart, a sour milk product,
baby cereal multivitamin solution and calcium carbonate alternated with
waspmoths larvae (Galleria mellonella) previously kept in a freezer. Between age
20 and 25 days the mixture was not given (see next paragraph) and they were
fed with the waspmoths larvae and mealworms (Tenebrio molitor). Only when
the chicks were not begging during feeding, acoustic (a whistle sound) and
tactile (bill touched gently with the tweezers) stimulation was given. Chicks
were always fed until begging stopped, but they were never forced to eat. Faecal
sacs were regularly removed from the nests with different tweezers. Survival
during hand-rearing was 95 %. At age of 18-20 days the chicks gradually started
to leave the nest, hopping in the cage where the nest was housed. At age 25,
a perch and two bowls containing the beef-heart mixture and water were placed
in the cages and within a few days, after noticing that the food was regularly
exploited, hand-feeding was gradually withdrawn (age 25-30). Birds were then
individually housed for other behavioural tests at the age they usually become
fully independent (around age 35).

(c) Food rationing protocol

At 8 days after hatching the chicks were ranked for weight within each brood.
On the basis of this rank they were assigned to the experimental or the control
condition alternatingly. As a consequence, half of each brood was food
rationed. At age 8, 9, and 10, when the broods were still raised by the wild foster
parents in the field, all chicks were taken out and weighed, but the control
chicks were immediately put back in the nest. The other half of the chicks of
each brood were kept out of the nest-box for three consecutive hours in wooden
nestboxes in a quiet, dark, and warmed environment for three hours. The
procedure was carried out at the end of the day, starting between 1700 and
1800, in order to avoid any opportunity for parental compensation after the
deprivation period. In wild great tits of the population used to foster the
clutches of the selection lines three hours of deprivation at the end of the day
are equivalent to approximately 30-35 missed feeds/nest (personal obser-
vations). At day 11 chicks were left undisturbed.

At day 12, in the morning, the chicks were brought into the laboratory. They
were fed in order to habituate to beg towards humans, a process taking a few
hours. They were allocated in sibling dyads, each consisting of one experimental
and one control chick from the same foster nest and genetic parents. The food
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rationing procedure was started again from day 13. During the last three hours
of the day (from the 1830 feeding session onward) the experimental birds were
not fed and missed six feeding sessions per day until day 20. Since in a first
subset of birds there was an indication that the chicks were compensating the
treatment effect (which eventually was not the case), the protocol was changed.
From day 20 till 25 chicks received only mealworms and waspmoths larvae. In
this period, during each feeding session the control chick received ad libitum
mealworms, until begging stopped, while the experimental chick received
always one worm less than the control chick. In this way no compensation by
the chicks was possible. This procedure was carried out during each feeding
session over the whole day.

(d) Begging tests

Each sibling dyad was tested for begging behaviour twice, on days 14 or 15 and
22 or 23. The tests were carried out between 1230 and 1730 to minimise the
effects of the food rationing session of the previous day. The procedure was as
follows. The nests containing the dyads were moved from the hand-rearing
room into another room (“waiting” room), where they remained for 60 minutes
and were fed according to the standard hand-rearing schedule. Three trials,
each lasting one minute, were carried out in a third room (‘test’ room) 75 min
after the last feeding session. This interval served to create standardised hunger
levels among nestlings and a high responsiveness to the stimulations. Each of
the trials consisted of giving a consecutive series of three stimulations of
increasing intensity. The first stimulus (A) consisted in standing in front of the
cage for one minute (hand-raiser approaching the nest). The second stimulus
(B) consisted in holding a tweezer with food about 20 cm away from the cage,
again for one minute. The third stimulus (C) was as the second one, but every
20 seconds a brief acoustic sound (whistle) was given, as was usually done
during hand feeding. After the third trial the nest with the dyad was transported
back in the hand-rearing room.

At day 14-15 the chicks were unable to fly, and stood calmly inside the
nestcup. At day 22-23 the chicks had started to fledge, though they were still
unable to feed independently and fly efficiently. They became more active and
able to change their position in the cage during the tests. Moreover, they
became less eager to approach and when stimulated they often tended to
withdraw before and during begging. This forced us to slightly modify the
testing procedure. Stimuli A and B remained the same, but during the third
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stimulus the chicks were offered a mealworm with a tweezer, stimulating their
approach as if they were fed. The tweezer was kept midway between the two
chicks.

(e) Begging behaviour

All the tests were recorded with a camera placed in the test room about one
meter from the focal nest. Tapes were scored with the event recording
programme Observer 3.0 (Noldus) by a student unaware of experimental
condition and line of the chicks. Behaviour was scored immediately after the
stimulation. Begging intensity was scored for each chick based on the following
scale, ranking from 1 to 3: 1 = bill gaping horizontal; 2 = bill gaping vertical
(elongating the neck); 3 = as rank 2 plus wing shivering (see Redondo &
Castro 1992; Kilner 1995; Lotem 1998 for similar methodology). Pooling the
time spent in ranks 1 to 3 gave the total time spent begging, which was
computed as proportion over 60x3 seconds. For each trial a mean nestling
“begging intensity” (varying from 1 to 3) was calculated for each chick, based
on the number of seconds begging was performed in each rank.

Figure 1. Body mass of control and food rationed chicks of the selection lines at the
age of 12 (a) and 20 (b) days after hatching. Age 1: Fast line = 13 dyads; Slow line =
16 dyads. Age 2: Fast line = 8 dyads; Slow line = 17 dyads. ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05
for the overall effect of treatment.
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(f) Statistics

Sibling dyads were the statistical units, since we assumed that the between-
nests variation within each line has little effect in lines breeding in standard
conditions in captivity. Indeed, no significant effect of parental nest within any
of the two lines was found (for example, for begging time in the first age pooled
across the three stimulations and treatment: F6,6 = 0.9, p = 0.60 for the FAST
line; F6,6 = 1.3, p = 0.43 for the SLOW line). All data, except body mass, were
arcsine transformed before the parametric analysis. We did two separate
analyses for the two age classes, since not all birds that have been tested at the
first age could be tested at the second age. The proportion of time spent begging
was analysed with a 2x3 nested model of repeated measures ANOVA with line
forming the independent factor. The factors nested were: treatment (i.e., food
rationing and control, two levels) and stimulus (i.e., the three stimulations
increasing in intensity, three levels).

Since most of the begging activity was displayed when the third stimulus
(C) was presented, the analysis of the begging intensity was performed only in
this situation. The mean intensity was analysed with standard repeated
measures ANOVA with treatment as within subjects factor and line as between
subjects factor. A similar analysis was carried out for body mass in the two age
classes, at age 12 and 20 respectively. Significance was accepted at p < 0.05.

3. RESULTS

(a)Body mass

Food rationed chicks weighed less than controls in both age classes, and this
effect was less pronounced when chicks grew older (treatment: F1,27 = 26.3, p
< 0.001; F1,23 = 6.5, p = 0.02 for the first and second age class respectively;
figure 1a, b). No line difference nor its interaction with treatment were
significant (First age, line: F1,27 = 0.67, p = 0.42; line × treatment: F1,27 = 0.41,
p = 0.53. Second age, line: F1,23 = 0.09, p = 0.76; line × treatment: F1,27 =
1.4, p = 0.25; figure 1a, b). Data on body mass gain yielded similar outcomes.

(b)Time spent begging

Food rationed chicks spent more time begging than control chicks before, but
not after fledging (treatment: F1,27 = 4.6, p = 0.04; F1,23 = 1.2, p = 0.29, for
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the first and second age class respectively; figure 2a, b). Begging increased
markedly with stimulus intensity, (F1,27 = 57.9, p < 0.001; F1,23 = 14.4, p <
0.001 for the first and second age class respectively; figure 2a, b). Before
fledging, neither line difference nor interaction with treatment or stimulus was
evident (e.g. line F1,27 = 0.07, p = 0.80; figure. 2a). After fledging, FAST chicks
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Figure 2. Time spent begging in relation to food rationing and stimulus intensity in
chicks of the selection lines (a) before and (b) after fledging. Age I: FAST line = 13
dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. Age II: FAST line = 8 dyads; SLOW line = 17 dyads.
* p < 0.05 for the effect of treatment in (a) ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 for the effect of line in (b).
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spent more time begging than SLOW chicks (line: F1,23 = 16.4, p < 0.001; figure
2b includes post hoc comparisons). This was mainly due to an increase in begging
in the FAST line across age, which was lacking in the SLOW line.

(c)Begging intensity

No significant effect of food rationing on begging intensity was evident in either
of the two age classes (treatment: F1,25 = 2.11, p = 0.16; F1,21 = 0.24, p = 0.63
for the first and second age class respectively; figure 3a, b). In the first age class
FAST chicks on average begged more intensely, but not significantly so
(F1,25 = 2.7, p = 0.11; figure 3a). This was significant in the second age class
(F1,21 = 6.8, p = 0.02). No interaction between line and treatment was evident
(F1,25 = 0.20, p = 0.65; F1,21 = 0.78 p = 0.39, for the two age classes
respectively; figure 3a, b).

4. DISCUSSION

This study indicates that already early in ontogeny begging behaviour reflects
heritable personality traits expressed later in life. According to our prediction,
nestlings from a line selected for FAST exploratory behaviour and characterised
by higher levels of aggression and boldness begged more persistently and more
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Figure 3. Average begging intensity (mean rank) before (a) and after (b) fledging in
control and food rationed chicks of the selection lines when exposed to the third, more
intense, stimulus (C). Age I: FAST line = 11 dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. Age II:
FASTline = 7 dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. ** p < 0.01.
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vigorously than nestlings from a line selected for slow exploratory behaviour,
characterised by lower levels of aggression and shyness. The early line difference
in behaviour between the two “types” of great tits extends the set of trait
characteristics that make up their personalities in a developmental context.
This is consistent with the patterns observed in the mouse lines. Mendl & Paul
(1991a) found higher frequencies of intra-litter fights of juvenile mice in the
aggressive line compared to a control line. In another study, low aggressive
dams nursed cross-fostered aggressive pups more than their own pups, probably
because the latter requested more maternal effort (Benus & Röndigs 1996).

The causation of the observed difference in begging could lie in early
differences in boldness. Full grown FAST birds have shorter latencies to
approach a novel object, explore unfamiliar environments quicker and attack
an unfamiliar conspecific sooner and more frequently compared to SLOW birds
(Verbeek et al. 1996; Drent et al. 2003; Carere et al. submitted). Altricial
nestlings limit their behaviour to an intense approach response, i.e., begging,
which precedes withdrawal behaviour during ontogeny (Ryden 1982). Both
response patterns develop gradually, as a result of accumulated experience and
sequential maturation of visual and acoustic responsiveness. In great tit
nestlings fear reactions to alarm calls have been reported to first appear only
in the second or third week of postnatal life, just before or around fledging
(Ryden 1982). Therefore, only at the age of fledging (third week) when fear,
attention and alertness reactions are fully developed it may be expected that
the difference in boldness become expressed in overt behaviour. It is at this time
that the line difference in begging appeared more fully.

It could also be that the lines differ in their speed of development. Strain
differences in maturation rate of a number of neuronal and behavioural
mechanisms have been described in genetic strains of mice (Alleva et al. 1979;
Benus & Röndigs 1997; Gariepy et al. 2001) and could also occur in our lines.
Fast chicks may develop reactions to fearful or strange stimuli later than SLOW
chicks, so that their begging response becomes inhibited somewhat later in life.
We think this is unlikely, since lines do not differ in growth patterns and at the
age of the exploration tests do not differ in body condition or any morphometric
trait. Moreover, lines did not differ in the sensitivity to the degree of different
stimulations, which might indicate differences in reflex ontogeny or perceptual
abilities related to maturational processes. Finally, line differences in boldness
persist in adulthood (Carere et al. submitted).

Fast chicks may show enhanced levels of begging also due to escalated sibling
competition in the brood environment. In birds development is affected by the
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nestlings’ ability to compete for food with its siblings (Mock & Parker 1997).
In food rationed sand martin (Riparia riparia) broods sibling competition
escalated (Brzek & Konarzewski 2001). Similarly, kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla)
corticosterone implanted chicks in broods of two begged more frequently than
singletons regardless of treatment (Kitaysky et al. 2001).

Interest in begging signals of nestlings arises from the theoretical conflict
over resource allocation between parents and offspring, facing unequal genetic
interests (Trivers 1974; Budden & Wright 2001). Without knowledge of the
genetic basis of offspring begging strategies theoretical models have made
assumptions about it (Mock & Parker 1997). Unfortunately, much of the
current empirical evidence is indirect (Kölliker et al. 2000; Kölliker & Richner
2001). The only artificial selection experiment available on a begging display
(rate of pup ultrasonic vocalisations) showing a genetic basis in offspring
solicitation has been carried out in rats, Rattus norvegicus (Brunelli et al. 1997).
Our results provide the first experimental evidence that genetic differences
between the selection lines are responsible for differences in offspring begging
strategies. Our design with fostering the eggs to wild parents before the onset
of incubation precludes that any postlaying parental effect has caused the
difference except potential differences in the egg composition. Maternal effects
exerted via yolk hormones could interact with the genetic effects (Schwabl
1993). Begging behaviour in birds is enhanced by maternal androgens (Schwabl
1996; Schwabl & Lipar 2002; Eising & Groothuis 2003) and preliminary results
indicate that yolk androgens do differ between the great tit lines (Groothuis
et al. Chapter 9).

In our study the line difference appeared when chicks were older. A common
feature of begging displays is that they become increasingly flamboyant as chicks
approach independence (e.g. Davies 1978 for great tits; Kilner 2001 for
canaries, Serinus canarius), and our data confirm this pattern. Trivers (1974)
interpreted this change in intensity as evidence of the weaning conflict, with
chicks attempting to solicit investment for longer than preferred by their
parents. The FAST birds may face an enhanced parent-offspring conflict
compared to SLOW birds, which in turn may entail long term fitness conse-
quences for both parents and chicks. Escalated parent-offspring conflicts in
FAST broods could explain the recent finding in wild great tits that postnatal
dispersal distance in phenotypically FAST individuals is larger than in SLOW
individuals (Dingemanse et al. 2003).

Both “types” of birds coexist in wild populations (Verbeek et al. 1994,
Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 2003). What could be the implications of
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the difference in begging strategies for the natural situation? According to the
current thinking on the function of begging in monopolising the food source,
and given that the line difference was independent of the treatment, we
hypothesise that FAST broods get more food from their parents especially when
food availability is low and parents have to be stimulated by the chicks to
increase their effort. It might be that FAST parents need more stimulation than
SLOW parents do. Alternatively, FAST nestlings may incur higher metabolic
requirements than SLOW nestlings and consequently beg more. This latter
point is indirectly supported by the fact that FAST birds have a higher speed
of exploration (Drent et al. 2003) and higher basal activity rates (perch-
hopping) compared to SLOW birds (Carere et al. 2001). The metabolic rate
in the two lines is currently under study in our laboratory.

In conclusion, this study supported the hypothesis that lines selected for a
personality trait differ in begging behaviour already soon after fledging, when
the displays are most flamboyant. This probably reflects the typical trait
difference of the lines observable later in age in boldness and aggression. No
line difference in sensitivity to food rationing or to different degrees of
stimulations emerged. The fact that artificial selection predicts differences in
begging strategies provides direct evidence of genetic effects. Heritable
differences in begging strategies in relation to personality may have profound
consequences for the evolution of the parent-offspring conflict and fitness
consequences that influence the coexistence of personality types in the field.
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